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SUSTAINABLE DECKING
By Bob Kiefer

I

have been in
the deck business for 40 years. I
have always strived to be the best
and use only quality products. In the
beginning it was cedar and redwood.
Thirty years ago I was introduced to a
new product “Ipe”. I found it to be the
best product I had ever seen. The only
challenge is that it comes from the rain
forest.

Trunks are harvested every 5 years and
they regrow without even replanting.
Material is cut into 8' lengths. It is then
crushed to form 8' strands of fiber
about 1/8” in diameter. The strands are
thermally modified (heated) to remove
all sugar content. Now the bugs and

In my efforts to find a suitable replacement I looked at hundreds of products
but none met my standards.
Recently I was presented with a
bamboo product, very skeptical! I
resisted, as usual, but for the sake of
finding a more sustainable product
I went to Germany to meet the man
who developed the product. I
learned that there are over 1,000
species of bamboo. Just as lumber,
there are many levels of quality.
They selected a high elevation species
with the characteristics required.
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8 years, and I was very impressed with
how it held up. It looked better than
Ipe. I was very happy to come home
with a sustainable decking product with
the same quality or better than Ipe.
Maintenance is simple. Clean with
their diamond bristle brush and water
every few years and apply the oil finish.
No sanding or powerwashing is
required.
For more information about about
this sustainable decking product,
contact: Travis Despres
All Green Building Products East
(908) 303-3587
Travis@allgreenbp.com
www.allgreenBP.com

molds, etc. have no interest. Then the
strands are saturated with epoxy and
compressed into 8' sheets. The sheets
are then milled like lumber into decking
products and prefinished with oil. I saw
the finished product on many installations that were exposed to weather for
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